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CPP MARIG POSITIVE ACTION DAY

Today, Tuesday, January 8, 2019 marks the 69th anniversary of Positive Action Day, officially
declared on January 8, 1950 at Arena in Accra. Two days before that, the Railway Workers Union at
Esikado under the vociferous leadership of the fearless Poobi Biney had downed their tools to herald
the day. They were organized, formidable, resolute and determined. It was that singular act of
Positive Action 'in reanimating that spirit of dynamism and solidarity that guided us through the
successive phases of our shuggle for national independence and unity' on March 6, 1957.

Positive Action in Ghana took inspiration from the works of the revered Indian nationalist Mohandas
K. Gandhi in apartheid South Africa and India. Ghana's successful implementation of Gandhi's
philosophy of satyagraha would also serve as the inspiration to the civil rights movement in the
United States of America. It meant asserting one's right to self-determination; warding off
oppression and intimidation; seeking greater light and emancipation for suffering people; and
pursuing prosperity, liberty and greater control of the naturally endowed resources of the masses.

It is in the spirit of Positive Action that we condemn the continued disrespect by the President and
his assigns to the basic principles of the rule of law and due process in desperately pursuing a

cathedral project in the name of the State despite the pendency of the matter at the Supreme Court.
We believe that the case at the Supreme Court borders on the interpretation of the secularity of
Ghana. Conscious of the fact that an application for an interlocutory injunction was filed in the
matter, we expected the government to act in good faith by staying every step towards the
construction until after the determination of the matter. It appears to us in the CPP, that the
govemment has a bad case and is thus using subterfuge and luring tactics to procure a travesty of
justice. But we trust the judges would do right to themselves and the Constitution of Ghana.

We further deprecate the action of the Govemment in subverting their own constitutional process of
amending the Public Holidays' Act, 2001, Act 601 by declaring yesterday, January 7 as Constitution
day ahead of the passage of that bill. It betrays the ill-faith accompanying the bill we have protested

to in a 65 paragraphed memorandum sent to Parliament. It is a maffer of public record that the NPP
refused to participate in the processes that brought into being the 4th Republican Constitution which
came into being on Jantary 7, 1993. The declaration of January 7 as a constitution day is to
cunningly take the place of Ghana's Republic Day which occurred on July 1,1960.

True their nature, the UP, predecessor of the NPP had opposed Ghana's Republican status and

boycotted the 1960 Constitution yet fielded Dr J.B Danquah as their presidential candidate. As was

divinely ordained, he was whipped at the polls by the indomitable Osagyefo Dr Kwame Nkrumah to
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become Ghana's first Republican President. The elephant hardly changes its real intents - destructivemost of the time.

on this occasion of the^69th anniversary of Positive Action Day, we call on the workers, students,
farmers and people of Ghana to stand with the CP? in the spirit of liberation and emancipation. weinvite the government to love this country and eschew all seifish and comrpt interests in the advanceof Ghana' We invite the Ghanaian electorate and citizenry to hold elected officers accountable at alltimes not only in elections and demand transparency. Th; Right To Information Bill must be passed
now.

Signed
Edmun'd N. Delle (Prof.)
Chairman and Leader
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